
Protocol for Use of ERM in the School of Chemistry 
 

The use of Chemical Manager within the Enterprise Reagent Manager (ERM) system provides an 
essential management system for chemicals within the school of chemistry. The benefits this 
encompasses include purchase avoidance, tracking of scheduled chemicals and severe poisons, 
reduction in disposal costs and avoidance of potentially hazardous chemical stockpiling. The School 
of Chemistry therefore views the correct use of Chemical Manager as obligatory for all research 
groups using commercial chemicals. Training in the use of ERM is available from Stores (Tim Calder) 
and all researchers should be up to date in the correct usage. Below are the expected protocols to 
be followed by users to ensure smooth and effective management of our chemical stock. 
 

 Chemicals MUST be stored in the location specified in the ERM database. 

 Usage of chemicals should normally be recorded on ERM to enable general tracking of the 
remaining quantity. It is recognised that this is unnecessary when only small quantities of a 
large stock are used (e.g. 50 mg used from a 50 g bottle). Users are asked to use common 
sense to ensure the School has a good working knowledge of its chemical stock. 

 In cases where recording of usage is perceived to be not occurring properly, the PI or Stores 
will implement a system to track individual usage within that group to monitor adherence to 
the system by individual group members. 

 Ordering of Chemicals must be done using the person’s own ERM login. 

 When a chemical is fully used up, the owning group MUST record this through ERM such 
that the chemical is no longer listed as part of our stock. 

 It is expected that all groups will be prepared to allow members of other research groups to 
use reasonable quantities of almost all chemicals held in their group. This is one of the key 
advantages of ERM, bringing tremendous benefits in terms of purchase avoidance and 
minimisation of unnecessary stock. 

 Anyone borrowing a chemical from a different group MUST first ask permission from the 
owning group, MUST record usage of the chemical on ERM, and MUST return the chemical 
to the original location immediately after use.  

 In the case of high-value or sensitive chemicals, it is acceptable for access by other groups to 
be restricted by certain means: 

o Storage may be in a location only accessible to group members and labelled as such 
on ERM e.g. “Group Reserve Collection”. 

o The chemical may be made invisible on ERM to members of other research groups.  
High-value chemicals can typically be regarded as those >£500/g.  

 Departmental 'spot checks' will be a carried out by Stores and the School Safety Committee. 
Any lab found not to be using ERM correctly will be required to carry out a chemicals audit. 

 In general, audits of stock should be carried out regularly by groups to ensure the system is 
up to date. This may be required around once per year, however with good compliance with 
the ERM system it may not be needed so often. Tim Calder is available to assist with auditing 
if necessary. 

 Disposal of chemicals must be carried out through Stores and ERM updated accordingly.  

 Any new groups arriving in the School or any groups leaving the School should liaise with 
Stores to ensure ERM is updated and any disposal handled appropriately. 

 No chemicals should be assigned an individual no longer present in the School. When a 
group member departs, ownership of any chemicals in their name must be reassigned to 
another person or properly disposed of. 

 


